"As National Socialists we see in our flag our program. In the red, we see reflected the social thoughts underlying the movement; in the white, we see the nationalistic ideas; in the swastika we see the mission of the struggle by Aryans and at the same time the victory of the thought behind creating labor, which in itself was ever and always will be anti-Semitic."

Adolf Hitler, "Mein Kampf"
BUND UNIFORMS

ORDNUNGS-DIENST (ORDERLY SERVICE)

JUGENDGRUPPEN (YOUTH GROUPS)

"MISSION WHICH OUR CAMP HAS TO FULFILL IS A HOLY ONE JUST AS EVERY SERVICE IN THE INTEREST OF GERMAN RACIAL IDEA IS A HOLY AND NOBLE ONE."

GERMAN AMERICAN BUND AUXILIARY, INC.
WE DEMAND THAT OUR REICH CITIZENS ABROAD SHALL BE PERMITTED TO SHAPE THEIR LIFE WITHIN THE GERMAN COLONY ACCORDING TO NATIONAL SOCIALIST PRINCIPLES AS A MATTER OF COURSE.
Nazi Foreign Organization...
Sixth Annual Congress

15,000 delegates attended from 51 countries.

"... your organizations may be suppressed and your insignia forbidden, but not your national socialist spirit and hearts."

Rudolph Hess, deputy leader of the Nazi Party

Chart 4a
GERMAN AMERICAN BUND
AMERIKADEUTSCHER VOLKSBUND

NAZI PROPAGANDA
APPROXIMATELY $111,550,000 EXPENDED ANNUALLY

EXPENDITURES
WITHIN GERMANY
$90,250,000

MINISTRY OF PROPAGANDA
JOSEPH GOEBBELS, MINISTER
$48,250,000

SECRET SERVICE
$10,425,000

GERMAN LABOR FRONT GROUPS
$3,325,000

GESTAPO AGENTS
$8,325,000

REICHWEHR
$3,325,000

NAZI PARTY RESOURCES
$17,075,000

EXPENDITURES
OUTSIDE GERMANY
$20,825,000

FOREIGN ORGANIZATION
ERNST WILHELM BÖHLE, CHIEF
ESPECIALLY CREATED FOR PROPAGANDA WORK OUTSIDE THIRD REICH, APPEAL IS DIRECTED TOWARDS GERMANS, NATURALIZED OR OTHERWISE, LIVING AWAY FROM GERMANY

SOME OF THE VARIOUS GROUPS SHARING IN THE PROPAGANDA FUND

OFFICIAL NAZI NEWS AGENCY
COST OF INVITING FOREIGN WRITERS AND PUBLIC MEN TO GERMANY

NAZI RADIO PROPAGANDISTS OPERATING FROM GERMANY

GERMAN THEATRE AND ORCHESTRA GROUPS TRAVELLING ABROAD

OUR WORK IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES MUST BE FOCUSED AT THE CREATION OF A FRONT OF GERMANS ABROAD... A FRONT FOR GERMANY.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
DEPICTING THE OFFICES OF A LOCAL UNIT
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF LOCAL UNITS THROUGHOUT THE U.S.

MEMBERSHIP

SEE CHARTS 8, 9, 10 FOR FURTHER REFERENCE TO THE LOCATION OF LOCAL UNITS IN THE EASTERN, MIDDLE WEST, AND WESTERN DEPARTMENTS...

"IN ITS CAPACITY AS A STATE, THE GERMAN REICH MUST GATHER ALL GERMANS TO ITSELF."

ADOLF HITLER, "MEIN KAMPF"